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From the President...

W

e have a strong and supportive community that
shares its hard-won knowledge. That support
combined with your creative effort has produced
sculpture worth sharing with the world, which is why you are
now being asked display at so many outstanding and different
venues. Many of you are submitting pieces for consideration
and I know there’s many more of you with work that I’ve seen
at symposiums, studios, and galleries that deserves to be shown
to the public. Please consider taking the opportunity to submit
your work to one of the upcoming shows. It’s easy to put a
submission together with a quick visit to our web site: http://
nwssa.org/call-for-artists, download the word document, fill in
the info and send it off to Cyra Jane, so the public can get to see
(and buy) your work.
Speaking of our strong community, Ken Barnes is challenging
five artists to rough out, or finish, five pieces during the
Camp Brotherhood Symposium (July 11th to the 19th – the
registration form is up on the web and you can now early bird
register.) It’s a tough challenge, last year he actually roughed
out four and a half pieces (one of the stones had an “integrity
problem,”) just to see if it could be done. His comment to
me is that organizing to do it while at Camp-B, and having
pieces roughed out afterwards, created a process where a lot
got done. Ken’s looking to do it again this year and don’t be
surprised if you get a call from him.

Ken’s challenge is on
the edge of another
member’s concern about
finishing a piece that
you start. Dan Colvin
proposed a great idea to
help some folks along the
way: start a “Finisher’s
Club.” The idea is simple:
set a date, or many dates,
to meet in your studio,
or a friend’s studio and
talk about, or better yet,
work on a piece that you
want to get to a finished
state. The peer pressure
alone is worth a lot.
To help this idea along
the way, how about declaring one of your next Saturdays
“Finisher’s Day.” Call up a friend, dredge out that piece
languishing in the stone pile, and get it done.
Be mindful, positive, and Carve Proud,
... Carl

From The Editors...

G

reetings to you all and to daylight
savings time. The days are already
noticeably longer and that’s good
news for carvers.
We are doing something different with
this issue. While reading another of Chip
Cooper’s articles about Rodin (online at his
coopertoons.com) we pondered once again
the question of “How many of his marble
pieces did Rodin actually carve himself?”
That’s when we decided to put a question
to a few our members. “How much of your
work is required on a stone before you
feel comfortable signing it?” Of course the
question has no right or wrong answer.
But, our six fearless contributors were
willing to plunge in and tell us how they
personally think about the subject and
how, and if, it affects their carving.
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Also in this issue, you will see that Verena Schwippert has been selected as the
3-D artist for 2015 by The Snohomish County Arts Council. Congratulations
Verena. We are proud of you and proud to put one of your sculptures on our
cover.
... Penelope and Lane

www.nwssa.org

WHEN IS IT
				YOUR ART?
Since most art historians agree that while Rodin is undoubtedly world famous as a sculptor, other artists carved most if not all of
his marble pieces. That gave us the idea of putting the above question to six of our members. Here is how they answered it.

ARLISS NEWCOMB

S

peaking for myself, as an artist who carves from rough
stone to a finished work, with no other person’s help or
input, I can claim the piece is totally mine. But on the other
hand, on my trips to China, I design and shape a form for the
Master Carver to work.
Sometimes I am able to spend the time in his workshop,
roughing out a piece for him to finish for me. I always tell a

p ‘REEF FISH’, Alabaster on Travertine, 2015 carved
by me in Arizona

buyer the history of each sculpture. I believe in all honesty,
it is still my work and would sign it with my signature. Mind
you, in the 30 years I have been working in stone, with over
400 finished carvings in my portfolio, only 10 have been
finished in China. Maybe the naysayers will forgive my
trespasses!
Artists have been sending their designs to Italy, China and
elsewhere to be worked for many years in stone, glass, bronze
and other media. I have often heard, “Well, he or she is a
well-known artist and very busy, so they have helpers.” So
does that mean if you are famous it’s OK to say it’s totally
your work, but if you’re someone like myself, it’s not honest?
Rather a double standard, wouldn’t you say?
I take pride in the fact that I am able to transform an idea
into a completed work, pleasing to view, touch and display.
As long as I still have the passion to accomplish this, I count
myself lucky.
Keep moving, keep carving and find joy in your creation.
p ‘CANDY TWIST’, Chinese Marble, 2014 roughed in by

~ Arliss

me and finished by Chinese carver.
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Jim Tobin
Design and Process

H

ere is the way I see it: if you can’t make your own model
of your own exact design, and instead hire someone
else to fix or substitute your design, it is no longer
completely your design or holds your signature. My experience
in China has led me to believe this is harder to achieve than
most believe. In fact, the Chinese slavishly copy my designs
often with inferior results, but occasionally superior results.
I once had a model that had melted and when I received the
sculpture back, I didn’t recognize it until I figured out what
happened and had a good laugh –
and a cry! I’d actually prefer to use
the copying machines, as I’d have
more control. But how is this different? However, there are those
who have no guilt crossing the
line; I have met dilettantes in Italy
who have hired the few remaining
native carvers to completely carve
them a horse or dancing maidens
from their chicken sketches and
then try to claim it’s their design.
To me this is fraud – the same as
copying from a master’s - or your
neighbor’s work.
Short of that, many recent and
current artists: Tiffany, Faberge,
Cartier, Erté, Chihuly (there
I said it!) etc. have all used
legions of skilled craftsmen to
complete projects they designed.
In fact, Michelangelo himself
and other famous Italian (and
Chinese) carvers also employed
whole schools of assistants who
specialized in drapery, hands or
faces. Most successful artists
today employ this assisted
process to some degree – and
others to a very large degree.
Still the established vocabulary
of shapes and ideas remain the
province of the artist.

Today I want to carve my own designs. Why? Because I
finally have more free time and because, I also really do enjoy
the process. I love moving stone and seeing the final form
emerge before patiently polishing it to a brilliant shine. I have
an innate need to shape hard things like stone or metal that
drove me to sculpture in the first place. Now that I finally

p ‘Vine Vessel 1’, 16” x 20” x 10”, 60lbs, Green and black Nephrite

Nevertheless, I think it’s important to recognize those who
have slaved and fretted over a sculpture for weeks in a dusty
cold workshop and myself who can slave and fret over a
design for weeks, but often hasn’t done the actual carving.
My compromise solution is twofold: first, I sign the pieces
I have created and processed myself with my name but
secondly those sculptures that I have hired carved (or if
someone else has worked on my design) I have labeled
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“Imré” which in my Hungarian grandfather’s namesake and
represents my collaborative art.

have designs worthy of my personal time and also because I
plan to employ designs that capture the spirit of a particular
rock, I want to carve my own, albeit fewer and smaller
sculptures. Will the quality of my designing diminish if I now
spend so much of my free time carving? Probably. Do I care?
Nope. I do what makes me happy!
~ Jim
u
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When is it Your Art? (continued)
Lee Gass

U

sua l ly when I
imagine sculptures, that is all
that happens - - I imagine them and then move
on to other things. What
I imagine is my own.
But is it? Why do I keep
imagining things that
remind me of Brancusi,
Moore, Hepworth, and
many others?
When I find a stone
in nature and carve
it, or buy it and carve
it, it is clearly mine
if the design is mine.
If it’s a copy I have to
say it’s a copy and it’s
OK. But when I create
the form and do the
work, there’s nothing
to argue about. Only
if others help me can
questions of authorship
be important. Here are
a couple of examples.
Rodin created
sculptures in clay.
Assistants reproduced them in plaster, which Rodin
modified, and so on, until the last plasters went to a foundry
and/or a marble carver for production. I think of the marbles
and bronzes as Auguste Rodin’s sculptures, regardless of
the number of assistants he employed. Brancusi worked for
Rodin for a while, but left because he wanted to do his own
work and I think he did.
Up till now, I’ve mainly done it like Brancusi and haven’t had
to worry about it. If I carve a sculpture in stone, then make
a bronze series from it with or without changing the scale,
I’m like Rodin. In the case of my Listening to the Wind, I
made the pattern for casting from a ¾-scale CNC reduction
of the stone original. Besides making the pattern, ordering
new casts, and selecting patination, I haven’t had anything to
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do with bronzes. I call them mine and enjoy the profit from
selling them, and we get to keep the original.
I imagine all sorts of ways to get out of work - - assistants,
CNC milling, Third World stone carvers, roughing out at the
quarry. Mainly I do it myself like Brancusi and don’t worry
about it. When I do it like Rodin I celebrate the fact that
assistance is available and move on.
Maybe I’m just a dreamer. Maybe I just like to work. Maybe
I’m getting old, and want to get as much work in as I can
before I die.
~ Lee
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Michael Binkley

U

p until recently, I have carved each and every one of
over 10,000 original stone sculptures from conception
to finish. However, I realize that in the history of art,
this is an anomaly.
I think that the sculptors of our
generation, indeed most of us
with NWSSA are of the same ilk
as me. We carve our sculptures
from start to finish. But hundreds
of artists who are credited as
stone sculptors hardly carve even
one of their stone creations. For
example, Bernini, Canova, Rodin,
and arguably Michelangelo
created their sculptures in clay or
plaster. The sculptures were then
sent to a marble studio, where
artigiani (Italian for craftsmen
trained to copy and enlarge)
transferred the sculptures to
stone. Artists are still having
this done today in thousands of
stone studios around the world
by human or mechanical copying
machines.

Here is an example to illustrate my point.
My first working visit to Studio SEM in Pietrasanta, Italy
was in 2006 where I began “Ansia”, a life
size standing female nude. At the end of
the first week of work, the staff artigiani
approached me to ask where my maquette
was for the project. I answered that it was
in my head. The quizzical looks I received
made me smile. These men are able to
execute a marble sculpture only if they are
given a model to copy. To work the marble
directly and create something entirely
from their head was a completely foreign
concept. And, while I had intended to have
Ansia face forward, a fault in the marble

In my opinion, the artist takes
full credit for the conception
of the sculpture whether it is
designed virtually with a 3D modeling program, it is modeled
using a medium such as clay, plaster or foam, or if it is
carved directly to stone. There has never been an issue with
bronze sculptors who create their sculptures in a different
medium and then have a foundry cast, and often scale up
their sculptures in bronze. These sculptors often never touch
the bronze, except to sign it when it is complete. This process
has existed for centuries in the realm of stone, yet suddenly
there is a discussion as to whether an artist has an ethical
right to sign their stone sculpture if they have not had a hand
in the carving process. The conception of the sculpture must
come from the artist. Transferring the idea from one medium
to stone, whether done by the artist, a craftsman or a CNC
machine, is purely academic.
There is a huge advantage to the artist who can conceive
AND carve their own work. This is where we contemporary
stone sculptors who carve our own work excel. We are
inspired by the shape of the original block, the colours and
patterns of the stone and we can adjust our composition on
the fly to accommodate a previously unforeseen flaw in the
block. These are issues that a machine or a craftsman cannot
address, as these methods are constricted by the artist’s
submitted design.
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block made me alter her pose so she looked more to her right.
I was able to make this adjustment as I was not restricted to a
firm design.
~ Michael

www.nwssa.org

When is it Your Art? (continued)
Michael Yeaman

T

he amount of “work” on a stone
to transform it into a piece of art
has varied across time and taste.
For me, the selection of the stone, before
any direct sculpting has occurred can be
as important as any “work” done on the
stone afterward.
From ancient to post-Renaissance
times, sculptors would spend long
periods at stone source locations to
confirm the carving quality of the
stone, before any significant time
was spent on its sculpting. Direct
involvement by the sculptor in the
quarrying process was not uncommon.
For them, determining a stone’s mineral
purity and mechanical qualities were
often the driving factors to ensure
it would confidently yield to the
sculptor’s tools. For myself, my stone
selection process is equally important;
however my selection process is usually
driven by my belief in the stone’s
compelling Geologic story. Igneous,
metaphoric and sedimentary rocks
can all contain such stories. To know
the story of the stone is the first step
in its transformation to art. When I
stand in front of a compelling stone
my first thoughts are what shape/form/
modification can I undertake to bring
out its story.
Simple Abstract Forms are often the
best choice for stones with complex stories.
Their complexity is often reflected in their colors, layers and
varied mineral makeup. By forming these complexities into
abstract shapes, both the stone’s original geologic nature
and an aesthetically pleasing composition can be achieved.
Therefore the amount of “work” I do on a sculpture to call it
mine will vary significantly by the effort I believe is necessary
to achieve these two goals. I often struggle as to how much
form to introduce to a geologically intriguing piece of stone.

p ‘Cretaceous Form #1’
will have had to perform all the steps of its journey, from its
arrival on my carving pad, to its shaping, texturing, polishing
and mounting on its plinth. Anything short of this simply
makes me one of a number of participants in the final work.
Let history decide the importance of my views, I remain
comfortable in my geologically-compelling, sculpting skin.
~Michael

Finally, I also believe that to call a sculpture fully mine, I
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Tracy Powell

W

hen is it your art? When you are making it, including
the time it only lives in your dreams, either before
or after the making. What has this idea to do with
your question? I think an artist’s relation to her, or his, artwork

is a very personal, and quirky thing. The artist’s purpose in doing the work may or may not have any connection to whoever
looks at it, or fondles, or buys it. And those relationships may
vary a lot, depending on the context. If you make a sculpture
to sell, you are looking beyond the work to a payday, sometime in the future, and may never know
what the purchaser has in mind, if indeed it ever
sells. If you are making something for a client, as
a commission, your work is greatly influenced by
what the client wants, possibly to the extent that it
really isn’t your artwork at all, but just a job. If you
are making a gift for a friend or family member,
there will be a very special sharing, unique to your
relationship. If you make a sculpture to be on public
display, your relationship to the work is similar to a
personal gift, but you can’t know what the viewers
may think of it.
Returning to the question about signatures, I can
only offer my opinion, which has changed over
time. In the beginning, I signed every piece, I
guess because that’s what my friends and teachers were doing. Most of those carvings were for
galleries or exhibits, and usually the people in
charge wanted signatures on the work, although
I was completely unknown, and my name had
no value at all. It was just the thing to do. As I
studied and learned and carved, year after year,
I found that many of the sculptures I came to
admire most were the old ones, Greek, Egyptian,
Celtic, Hindu, Buddhist, and Native American,
and had no names attached. Anonymous. The
sculptures sang to me, without any reference to
any personality, but as if they were alive themselves. Signatures, if there were any, seemed to
be annoyances, or even serious detractions. So
I changed my ideas, and now I only sign a piece
if the client demands it. I am nobody, and my
signature is nothing, but I hope my carvings will
sing to somebody.
The other question, about doing your own work,
or hiring it out, is also a matter of personal opinion. Here is mine: I do all my own work, because I
enjoy carving so much, I want to have all the fun
myself. I don’t care what others do.
~ Tracy

p ‘Hug Me Like a Rock 3’
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When is it Your Art? (continued)
Auguste Rodin
Charles Despiau was another sculptor who
went to the Beaux Artes and was exhibiting in
art shows when Rodin noticed his work. Rodin
hired him as a rough-out artist and “pointer.”
He worked for Auguste from l907 until the
start of World War I. After the war, Charles
kept working as an independent sculptor, and
acquired quite a reputation.

The fundamental question might be, where does
one draw the line between attributing a work to
a sculptor who sculpts the piece from beginning
to end her/himself and one who has a design in
mind and gives that idea to others to complete,
such as carvers, sanders, finishers, etc.…….or even
finds an interesting stone and simply polishes it?
How important is transparency? And when is a
signature misleading?
Answers to questions like these have long revolved
around the big sculpture production studios
of the Renaissance, and more recently around
Rodin’s work of the latter 19th and early 20th
centuries. Here we will let Chip Cooper tell us, in
his well-researched yet entertaining way, about
some of the carvers that produced the marble
sculptures for one of the most famous artists of
recent times. Also in this issue and on this same
theme, you can read how some of our NWSSA
members answer this question.

I

f there was one sculptor of the late 19th century
who stands above all others - even though
he was only about 5’ 4” - it is without doubt
Auguste Rodin. The consensus is today, and even
during his own lifetime, that Rodin was the best
sculptor of the era, even though he didn’t do the
actual carving.
Auguste was practicing no deception. When
he was alive, everyone who bought an original
Rodin knew up front that the bronzes and
marbles they were paying good money for were
not actually fashioned by Auguste’s own hand.
That we express surprise (or indignant disbelief)
is due to our own modern-day ignorance of the
highly collaborative artistic practices which went
into making a sculpture in Auguste’s day and to
a large extent today.

p Camille Claudel

p Jean Turcan

p Jean Escoula

Jean Turcan was a particularly skilled stone
sculptor. He carved “The Kiss” that is displayed
in the Musée Rodin in the old Hotel Biron where
Auguste had one of his studios. Jean was also an
independent sculptor who produced a number
of his own commissions for the government and
ended up getting awarded the Légion d’honneur.
One of Auguste’s most important practiciens
was Henri Lebossé (a name Henri later upgraded
to “Le Bossé”.) Henri specialized in enlarging
(or reducing) sculptures fashioned in clay or
plaster. Henri would start his day’s work by
sharing a meal with Rodin, typically an omelet
made with 10 to 15 eggs accompanied by four
or five beefsteaks. This Falstaffian figure had a
personality between Tartarin and Gargantua.
Henri himself claimed Rodin didn’t understand
the actual science behind making the sculptures.
“Without me,” Henry breezed, “Rodin would
have gotten nowhere.” and said flat out it was
wrong for Auguste to take all the credit for his
work.
OK. So when is a Rodin a Rodin? Too bad we
can’t ask Auguste himself. But wait! Amboise
Vollard, the famous art dealer (who represented
Pablo Picasso) did ask Auguste. Auguste blithely
replied, “It’s quite simple. A true Rodin is one
that has been done with my consent. The false is
done without my knowledge.”

An example of such collaboration is the marble
portrait of Luisa Lynch. The Practicien was
Jean Escoula, then in his mid-thirties and an
independent sculptor in his own right. Jean
himself has a number of sculptures in the Musée
d’Orsay.
Who were some other practiciens that Rodin
hired? The most famous was Camille Claudel.
Camille actually liked stone carving and finally
became a well known sculptor in her own right

p Luisa Lynch de
Morla Vicuna
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p Charles Despiau

u
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[This is an abbreviated version of a much
more informative piece by Chip Cooper of
CooperToons at coopertoons.com]

t Rodin watching Henri Lebosse
making a Rodin

VERENA SCHWIPPERT
NAMED 3-D ARTIST OF THE YEAR
BY SNOHOMISH COUNTY ARTS COUNCIL

V
Photo by Maralyne Powell
		

erena was born in Bergkamen, Westphalia, Germany
and completed her education in Germany with her B.F.A.
degree in Art Education at the University of Hamburg in 1973.

After moving to Seattle in 1974, she spent a few years living
and working in various places as far apart as Barrow, Alaska
and Taos, New Mexico.
In 1995 Verena settled
into her current
home in Arlington,
Washington, having
joined NWSSA two
years earlier to become
part of our generous and
enthusiastic family. She
has subsequently served
on the NWSSA Board
for many years and also
has been part of the
Snohomish County Arts
Commission for 5 years.

p Verena working on ‘Mussel
Beach’ for Gig Harbor

We are proud to
congratulate Verena for
being named the 3-D
Artist of the Year by the
Snohomish County Arts
Council.

There will be a show of Verena’s sculptures at the Schack Arts
Center in Everett, WA from August 13th to Sept 19th.
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p ‘Von Menschenhand’ at Walla Walla
Community College

A number of Verena’s megalithic sculptures are installed
throughout the state. You can see three of them at these
locations:
‘Mussel Beach’ in Gig Harbor, commissioned by WA State
Arts Commission, 2013
‘Von Menschenhand’ at Walla Walla Community College,
also through WA State Arts Commission, 2007
‘Handwerke’ , at Everett light rail station, commissioned by
Sound Transit, 2009.
Verena is deeply grateful to everybody in the Northwest
Stone Sculptors organization, and wants them to know that
without them none of this would have been possible.
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NWSSA
P.O. Box 27364
Seattle, WA
98165-1864

STONE ARTS OF ALASKA
www.stoneartsofalaska.com (360) 592-7408
Stone Sculptors Supplies Guerneville, Ca
Pat and Karen are continuing their discounts on
purchases by NWSSA members. All stone is 25% off
unless it’s a special or a grab bag. 10% will be taken
off of imported, Italian tools (Cuturi and Milani). All
other tools are 20% off. You must note in the comment
section that you are a member or call in your order at:
707-869-1666 or 707-869-1021.
Info@stonesculptorssupplies.com

2015 Carving Calendar
Camp Brotherhood
Mt. Vernon, WA
July 11th through 19th, 2015
Suttle Lake (Replacing Silver Falls)
Sisters, Oregon
August 23rd through 30th, 2015
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